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Reflections on Aldermaston

N THE ROAD . . BU T HOW FART
E four-day protest march from
the Atomic Weapons Research
establishment at Aldermaston, to
ondon over Easter was as impresve a demonstration as last year’s
fcrch in the opposite direction, and
[sheer weight of numbers was even
jger. On the first day 4,500 people
J:t Aldermaston, and 5,000 arrived
■Reading; on the second day, when
e numbers were expected to be
uch smaller, 3,000 people reached
g red-brick wilderness of Slough;
the miserably wet third day more
n 3,000 people marched in pourrain to Tumham Green, (last
r ’s hard core in the rain was
But six hundred); and on the final
!y the numbers continually rose
til according to the police 15,000
pie marched into Trafalgar
uare, where another 5,000 were
hiring for them.
[incidentally, despite the anarists’ scepticism about the illusory
Jus of the Campaign for Nuclear
sarmament, I saw in those four
ays, more of the writers and readers
this newspaper than I have ever
en at an anarchist gathering! But
e conclusions of last week’s leading
icle in F reedom seem to me even
ipre valid after hearing the opinions
ttd attitudes and gauging the degree
■ political awareness of other
archers. Many were very young,
ttractive and self-possessed boys
fcfld girls with so touching a faith
at they were changing history, that
ae yearned for it to be true.
Let us agree that it was at the
most a testimony that people care,
and at the very least a healthy way

of getting into the open air on the
Easter holiday, meeting people and
renewing old acquaintances, and that
even on that soaking Sunday, sing
ing in the rain it was lifted in some
degree into what Stevenson called
“the glory of going on”.
One thing that was obvious was
that people had come from a great
variety of sectional motives. There
was a deluge of literature from all
the dissident socialist groups, and
I fear that for the uncommitted,
F reedom , which sold in fair num
bers, represented just another splinter
organ cashing in on the crowds. (I
think that the anarchists were right
to march as individuals, unlike those
groups whose banners and obses
sional chanting, bore purely political
slogans.)
Comparisons with last year’s
march were not entirely favourable.
There was less music (the one band
that went all the way redeemed its
deficencies by working heroically
hard, playing by the roadside until
the three-mile column had passed
and then rushing to the head again
in a van), there was less spontaneity
—understandably since the numbers
were greater, there was, I am told,
less response either hostile or friend
ly, from onlookers, and there was
rather less publicity on the radio,
television and in the papers. Last
year’s press gimmick was the alleged
hardship to children, this year it was
obvious that the children were
having the adventure of their lives,
and the press concentrated on that
ridiculous woman Dr. Summerskill

Tibet: Another Hungary and
the Usual Plot
■THE imaginations of governments
are very stilted, but the con
tempt they have for the intelligence
of their peoples is boundless.
East and West alike, when they
are engaged in their usual business
of crushing popular aspirations, they
uncover a devilish plot to justify
cruelty and repression.
Britain, the week before last, was
being asked to believe, without any
evidence whatsoever, that Africans
were plotting a massacre in Nyasaland. This week the plot is un
covered in Tibet, where the Chinese
army is crushing a revolt which has
been going on for years in the hills
and country districts and which at
last flared up in Lhasa, the capital.
As in Nyasaland, as in Cyprus, the
revolt has been one of a people who
resent what they regard as foreign
rule. But in Tibet the issue has been
somewhat complicated by the fact
that the Dalai Lama, titular head of
the State, is also the head of the
Buddhist faith and thus of millions
of Buddhists outside Tibet — in
India, and in the border provinces of
Bhutan, Sikkim, Nepal, Kashmir,
and in China itself, Sinkiang, Sikang
and Mongolia.
In all these places the fate of
Tibetan independence has been
watched with great sympathy, and
the Chinese Government had to
find some means of discrediting that
struggle without casting any slurs
upon the Dalai Lama himself, even
though he was clearly identified with
the Tibetan desire to resist change
in the Communist direction.

So they discovered the usual re
actionary plot. The ordinary people
of Tibet, of course, had to be shown
as loving the Chinese regime, but the
disturbances were the result of a
small reactionary clique, working
with imperialist agents to undermine
the people’s state.
T h e Exchange of L etters
Exactly the same story as in Hun
gary. But so as not to be appear
ing to attack the Dali Lama, the
story now is that he has been kid
napped by the plotters who are
holding him against his will. Not so
securely, however, that he cannot
carry on a regular daily correspon
dence with General Tan Kuan-san,
the Communist military commander
in Tibet!
The letters from the Lama and the
replies from General Tan have been
broadcast by Peking radio and as
reprinted in the Manchester Guar
dian for 1/4/59 give the impression
of having been written by the same
hand.
Another parallel with Hungary is
the impotence of sympathisers with
Tibet to do anything to help. Nehru
has been sneered at by the British
press for his ‘fence-sitting’ attitude.
They seem to forget the precisely
similar utterances from Eden and
Eisenhower during the Hungarian
uprising.
It seems that the aspirations of
peoples on the borders of the great
nations have to be sacrificed for in
ternational order. Putting it sim
ply : the big powers cannot be expec
ted to come into conflict over the
interests of small nations.

who having announced her intention
of addressing us at Aldermaston,
ostentatiously withdrew because she
said she had discovered that the or
ganisers had advocated the Voters’
Veto in the Norfolk by-election,
though she must have known that
the Campaign for Nuclear Disarma
ment is opposed to the voters’ veto,
and that its advocates, the Direct
Action Committee Against Nuclear
War had no part in the organisation
of this year’s march, and marched
as individuals, distributing leaflets
about . the current campaign in
Stevenage against the manufacture
of the Blue Streak missile there, and
about the campaign at the missile
base at Watton. Dr. Summerskill’s
genius for publicity caused the press

reports of the first days of the march
to be merely an appendage to the
story df her own antics. As if any
body wanted to hear her at Alder
maston!
★

gO M E veiy interesting organisa
tional problems arise from the
march. Many tributes have been
paid to Mr. Howard the chief mar
shal of this year’s as of last year’s
march, and the Berkshire police chief
said that, “I have never in twentytwo years’ experience in the police
seen such a large body of people so
well organised.” It was, as an en
tirely legal and law-abiding under
taking, run in consultation with the
police at every stage. Now, what
ever advantages this may have—the

right to meet in Trafalgar Square and
so on—it placed the whole affair
completely at the mercy of the
police. Last year, Mr. Howard was
overheard expostulating with a
police inspector, “Whose march is
this anyway, yours or mine?” and
he may very well have said the same
when the column reached Slough on
the second day. His voice oozed
impotent resentment over the loud
speaker outside the Co-op that night
when he explained that “instructions
from somewhere higher up” had
denied us the right to march through
the main streets of Slough that
evening, and that this was the cause
of the delay and confusion in dis
tributing baggage and getting mar
chers under cover for the night.
It seemed indeed, as the column
went round that unlovely town in
ever-decreasing circles, avoiding all
the streets with people in them, that
the march around Slough was longer
than the journey from Reading, and,
I f * C o n tin u e d on p. 4

'What these cranks don't realise, Robin, is that it would upset the delicate balance of power between us and
the Sheriff!'

Old Faithful Keeps Trying

C.P. Still Seeks Popular Front
Y E A R after year the Communist
Party keeps wooing the Labour
Party for a united front against
Toryism. There never was a more
faithful suitor—nor one with a more
hopeless cause.
For the old widow knows exactly
what the young upstart is after. She
knows a con-man when she sees one
—after all, she’s been conning the
workers herself long enough, and
being quite ruthless in dealing with
rebels inside the home—as witness
the recent proscribing of the Trot
skyists’ Newsletter and Socialist
Labour League—she certainly has
no intention of having any truck with
the riff-raff next door.
It is however amazing how the
Communists are prepared year after
year to go on flogging this line. How
they can imagine for one moment
that the Labour Party would enter
into any kind of agreement with
them—even an electoral agreement
where the two parties put up candi
dates—is beyond the comprehension
of any but those blinded by MarxistLeninist dialectics. Especially since
that famous pre-war C.P. Confer
ence when Harry Pollitt declared
that it was his intention to take
Labour by the hand the better to
stab it in the back!
Such frankness of speech, of

course, has no place in the more
mature (and chastened) C.P. of to
day, which is concerned to show its
British-ness. The Union Jack has
long been a feature of C.P. functions.
At this year’s conference John Gollan underlined the party’s correct
patriotism by declaring it ‘British
and proud of it’!
Most of the speeches appear to
have had a ‘whistling in the dark’
air about them. The terrible soulsearching which followed Hungary
has been stuffed back in a bottom
drawer; there was none of that
criticism of the executive which
marred the last conference—there
was just a sense of relief that the
party had survived at all and an
attempt to keep up spirits with big
talk.
A re T hey H um an?
One thing however seems to worry
the Communists above all else. It
is that they are thought to be ‘in
human’ by the ‘ordinary person’.
Two conferences ago Harry Pollitt
went so far as to urge the comrades
to behave in a more ‘human’ man
ner, declaring that the terrifying
aspect of the dedicated party fanatic
tended to ‘put off’ the ordinary chap.
(And no wonder). Harry even went
so far as to urge comrades to fall

in love—a most un-Marxist and
bourgeois directive. Almost an unBritish one, to o !
This year a change for the better
must have already been discerned,
for, according to the Manchester
Guardian, Mr. William Lauchlan,
head of the organisation department,
‘jeered at bourgeois ideologists who
said that the Communist Party was
inhuman’. On second thoughts,
though, perhaps things are not so
different, for Lauchlan went on to
W* Continued on p. 3

DEATH KEEPS ITS
ACCOUNTS
H iroshima, Japan, March 14.
Mrs. Komitsu Ishida, 79, who died in
the Atom Bomb Memorial Hospital to
day, was listed as the Hiroshima atom
bomb’s thirteenth victim this year. Mrs.
Ishida, who was 2 i miles away from the
blast centre in 1945, died of acute
leukaemia.—B.U.P.
■*
*
*
Hiroshima, March 23.
Hayataro Mukai, aged 62, has died of
a radiation ailment which doctors said
was caused by the Hiroshima atomic
bomb explosion in 1945. His death
brought to fourteen the number of people
said to have died from after-effects of the
explosion this year.—British United Press.

Approach to Propaganda

BO O K R EV IEW

An Economist’s N ightm are!

Anarchism & Libertarian Communism
TN conjunction with C.W.'s recent appeal for a non-sectarian anarchism it
seems appropriate 'to reconsider the
question of anarchism and libertarian
communism. The term ‘libertarian com
munism". needless to say. has nothing
to do with the regimes operated by the
Communist Party, but refers to that ideal
of a moneyless, stateless system of society
advocated by such individuals as Peter
Kropotkin and Alexander Berkman. It
is. this school of anarchist thought which
has been the predominant influence in
the anarchist movement of this country
almost since its inception, and has shaped
the economic conceptions of several
generations of propagandists. The aboli
tion of all standards of exchange, the
common ownership of the means of pro
duction and distribution, the application
of the principle of ‘from each according
to his ability, to each according to his
needs'—it is by expressions such as these
that our writers and speakers have sought
to describe the economic basis of a free
society. To all intents and purposes the
anarchist ideal has been equated with the
libertarian communist ideal. It was not
surprising, therefore, that when one of
our comrades appeared on a television
programme for youth be was asked the
question.' Why use the word ‘anarchism’
when you really stand for pure com
munism? The answer is, of course, that
we use this word because anarchy is not
a synonym for communism. An anar
chist can believe in libertarian (or ‘pure’)
communism, but it is not in any way
obligatory for him to do so.
We have only to think of the diverse
views of the economy of freedom which
have flourished amongst us to realise that
no one interpretation of anarchism can
be claimed as the only true interpretation.
D. A . de Santillan, the Spanish anarchosyndicalist, in his book, ‘After The
Revolution', wrote: “Anarchism, mean
ing Liberty, is compatible with the most
diverse economic conditions, on the pre
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mise that these cannot imply, as under
capitalist monopoly, the negation of
liberty." In support of his statement he
pointed out that not all anarchist thinkers
have shared his own ideal of libertarian
communism: “Proudhon advocated mu
tualism: Bakunin, collectivism: Kropot
kin, communism. Malatesta has con
ceived the possibility of mixed agree
ments, especially during the first period.
Tarrida del Marmol and (Ricardo] Mclla
advocated pure anarchism without any
economic qualification, which supposes^
the freedom of experimenting (with], or
establishing on trial, that which, 'every
period and locality judges most- conven
ient." And to this last category'of anar
chists “without any economic qualifica
tion" may be added the names of
Voltairinc de Cleyre and Max Nettlau.
It is obvious that, if anarchism is to
have any meaning at ail, it must include
a recognition of the right of each indivi
dual to freely choose bis own economic
relationships. Any attempt to establish
an exclusivist system—be it- communist,
collectivist or mutualist—would be a
denial of freedom of choice and would,
in effect, impose on the individual the
melancholy alternative of subjection or
starvation. No matter how many argu
ments were offered by the architects of
such a system to prove that it would end
exploitation and inequality, it would still
be a negation of personal liberty. The
freedom of experiment is of the essence
of anarchism and an anarchist society,
should it ever be brought about, could
only make a legitimate claim to this title
if it allowed scope for a plurality of dif
fering economic arrangements.
It may be objected that the adoption
of such an attitude would leave the door
wide open for the reintroduction of capi
talism, or of some other type of exploita
tion. But it is important to remember
that the principles of anarchism exclude
any conception, or practice, of life based
upon authority. Monopoly, the founda
tion "of privilege and inequality, is the
economic expression of authority and is
by virtue of that fact alien to anarchism.
Any encroachment on the sovereignty of
the individual, as monopoly inevitably
implies, is a violation of liberty and is
anathema to the anarchist. By the very
nature of our belief, therefore, we must
oppose any kind of economic monopoly
or domination and bring into the light
of day the oppressions it. involves.
To accept such a viewpoint, however,
does mean that we must change the
emphasis’ of our approach from jUrgipg
the replacement of capitalisni/v\iif>ertaY-)\
ian . comrmjjHsisfr (or V-coIjhctivisrij, drmutualism) to urging me-dfleed for tfce---=
sovereignty of the individual. IT our
anarchism is to be really non-sectarian, if

The Bankrupt

'T ’HE 1958 edition of Silvio Gesell's
stupid mutual excommunications that
“The Natural Economic Order"* has
marred the relations between some of our
been slightly revised from the limited
predecessors, then we must be more con
1929 edition. For instance, the elimina
cerned with advocating the economic in tion of the sub-title which read. "A plan
dependence of each person than with a
to secure an uninterrupted exchange of
rigid laying down of blueprints designed
the products of labour, free from bureau
to fix a hypothetical future according to
cratic interference, usury and exploita
our own particular preferences. This
tion".
does not mean that wc should be any less
In the preface Gesell writes, "Its ideal
clear in our denunciations of the injus
is the ideal of the personality responsible
tices of modem corporation or state
for itself alone and liberated from the
capitalism, nor any less firm in our
control of others—the ideal of Schiller,
adherence to fundamental anarchist prin
Stirner, Nietzsche and Landaucr".
ciples. But one can oppose the mono
polies of today without committing
In the introduction Gcscli writes that
oneself to the creation of a new species
the abolition of unearned income is the
tomorrow. It is a question of under immediate economic aim of socialist
standing that the problem of an economic
movements, but that he knew of only one
basis for freedom is secondary (but not
socialist—Pierre Joseph Proudhon—who
unimportant!) to the problem of making
did not propose the nationalisation or
the sovereignty of the individual the
socialisation of production to secure this
central principle of human life. That, in aim.
other words, economic justice flows from
individual liberty, not the other way
Gesell, born of a German father and
round.
a French mother, does not appear to
have been influenced by the many, ex
Since wc are such a small minority in
periments and years of effort of the
the contemporary world and since our
American individualist anarchists. And
ideas seem to have little chance of being
yet the theme of his book could be sum
adopted on any large scale in the forscemed up in this one oft-quoted paragraph
able future, it may appear rather acade
from Benjamin Tucker's address at
mic to raise these points. They are
Chicago in 1899:
relevant to the hcre-and-now, however,
as well as the therc-and-tben. For ex
“Free access to the world of matter,
ample, could not one of the causes of
abolishing land monopoly: free access to
the failure of so many community
the world of mind, abolishing idea mono
experiments be due to ■their founders’ poly; free access to an untaxed and un
privileged market, abolishing tariff mono
efforts to make their internal economy
poly and money monopoly—secure these,
of an exclusivist kind (usually commun
and the rest shall be added unto you.
istic)? It might be worth while explor
For liberty is the remedy of every social
ing the possibility a community project
evil, and to Anarchy the world must
which admitted of differing economic
look at last for any enduring guarantee
arrangements amongst its members, in of social order.”
stead of a single system. Again, would it
Although the 1929 edition was dedica
not be possible for comrades capable of
ted “to the memory of Moses Spartacus
producing useful commodities on their
—Henry George—and all those who have
own behalf to exchange these by means
striven to create an adequate economic
of mutually agreed standards of ex
basis for peace and goodwill among men
change? These are but two of the things
and nations”, Gesell did not advocate the
which could be considered once we no
Henry George “Single Tax" as a means
longer evaluated the character of a free
of abolishing the land monopoly. He
economy in terms of the letter of Kro
proposed the expropriation of land with
potkin (or Bakunin or Proudhon).
full compensation to landowners by
In our present situation, with authori
means of payment with parity flexibletarianism becoming ever more subtle in
interest bonds. Land parcels would be
its effects, we should aim at the broadest
leased to the highest. bidders and as
possible unity among ourselves. We
interest on the bonds ^ecreagpd^ear by
need not sacrifice our various tendencies
year through the ^ ‘d opnorr^Of &n unof thought in order to achieve this. All
h o a rd ab i^ T & n ? jp s^ e S ^ ^ th ^ ^ rS fita l in
we need do is try to follow the path
oiU 2£w xoitnm is zzo iq ?
indicated to us by Jo Labadie, the JgeryJe
-CUT
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me to SeVofe"no small porfidif ox"ftiy
time and energy to Esperanto. And
since I am not improvising these criteria
for the occasion, I will make use of cer
tain considerations I expressed in a thesis
when taking my degree in classical philo
logy, even though these are now focus
sed on the theme under discussion.
A.D.F. asserts: “Poetry has to have
roots in society. Since Esperanto is still,
after all, only a cultural movement, its
poetry is lacking in the specific relevance
necessary to great art”. And a little later
he adds: “It is the native usefulness of
the elements at the writer’s command,
allied to his own transforming power,
which results in universality”.
These assertions I consider to arise
from literary chauvinism and a philistine
nationalistic taboo. Here are my reasons.
Having studied the works of Sophocles
for the thesis mentioned above, I put the
following questions to myself: why do
these works; unlike many later ones,
always give an impression of freshness?
And I found that this is due mainly to
three factors: first, to the fact that
Sophocles is indeed concerned with man,
but chiefly, to be sure, svith his essential
constituents, above and beyond the alter
ing historical circumstances, and consej*

by describing these indjvi^ualggj

wife of
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" scientific laws.
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Thus, then, the classic quality of
Homer, of Pindar, of Sophocles o r of
Virgil lies in the fa c t that what they
attribute to their heroes rouses an eternal
.echo, since it eternally re-occurs in each
separate individual. And because ex
amples are necessary to support asser
tions, here are one from each of the
above four poets :
1. In the Iliad (XVI), Sarpedon and
Glaucus, two Lycian princes, are fighting
beside the Trojans. Sarpedon dies. His
friend Glaucus is unable to defend him,
or even his corpse, as a lance has pierced
his, Glaucus’, arm. Then Glaucus calls
upon his god, Apollo, and says to h im :
“ H ear. me, O Lord, whether you, are in
the rich land of Lycia or in Troy, fo r you
can hear a man anywhere when he calls
to you in distress". That is very oppor
tune in Glaucus’ case, but it is profoundly
the human attitude, from which stems the
moral god-idea.
In Pindar's first Olympian Ode,
after a complicated biography symbiotically developed on earth and in heaven;/
Pelops, on the evening before the dan
gerous contest which he must undertake

. ca,use!of Jh£/ 'c'oaci^i^nc^ner^w avering
Inifeasioi^' fiefffitipMffi,1‘b u t ^ e fisfe been
f j f ttifee ■deinS-'golft: -'{)?36feIous,
‘tNSSasJ^He’/acKs. T^Hg^lsBe ft9s ’'grown‘YSg-8Sak$isn51<£ feaas~td/lceeithe 3tove of
Heracles^gvhidj •Ja-i fazstnitesrdM^pened.
Because of her jealousy, the‘g^eStfhero,
who is never at home, being occupied
with his famous labours on behalf of
mankind, dies miserably, poisoned by a
gift sent, with the best intentions, by his
wife in the hope of regaining his love.
N o doubt other authors’ verses about the
intrigues or the intellectual or social fail
ings of women have either already faded
or will some day fade; but the tragic
story o f the fifty-year-old Deianeira is
physiologically eternal.
4. Among the minor characters of the
Aeneid, Virgil presents Ripheus (II, 426),
“the justest of all Trojans, who never
wavered from the right”. Yet this justest
of men dies as drearily as any other at
Troy's destruction, and the poet com
ments merely: D is aliter visum, “the gods
thought otherwise”. In point of fact,
who can tell what is just or unjust to the
gods? This is much more important and
eternal and profound than the burning of
. Troy. .
Many other examples can easily be

™ Continued on p. 3
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would depreciate one-tenth of o n e j
cent, each week. This depreciation wq
be restored by the affixation or imp
ing of demurrage stamps. This f
negative interest would eventui
away with all interest on both mooejB
real capital, prices would be stabA
and unemployment abolished. AJfiS
Gesell proposed that a "Nationalj
rangy Office” would issue and vgtfl
currency as required, and this A
eliminate the use of bank credit aj
transfer by the means of bank c iH
'many of the “Frce-Economisls”,
supporters are called, feel that this!
be “throwing the baby out with the
water”. Demurrage could be eaiwH
plied to all cheques and bank ac$g
aside from savings bank accounts, j
N o doubt all readers of the “ N‘d |
Economic Order” will agree with
Sachse who wrote in "The SocialUB
of Banking”, 1933, “In Gesell’s '
there are a number of other points wj
might be criticised, but on the wb.ofl
think it must be one of the most o n H
works on economics that has ever
published,”
"
JL. A. C aS
•Translated by Philip Pye; Peter
Ltd., London, 452 pp., 30s.

• .. & H r. Tatum i
Dream
Arlo Tatum, Secretary o f the Wt
Resistors' International, writes: a
T AST night I dreamed that Britain n
only ended conscription, but set q]
special Tribunals before which ever
volunteer for the armed forces bad di
appear.
The object, of course, was to make
sure that every volunteer sincerely be
lieved in the method of war, and wasn't
volunteering just for the sake of a steady
income or to get away from a dominating
mother. To make it all perfectly fair
and above board, the Tribunal was made
up of pacifists who had been refused
Conditional Exemption by a Conscien
tious Objector Tribunal during the Second
World War. All except the Chairman,
Sir Stuart Morrison Brock, who suffered
imprisonment during the First World
War.
One by one the hopeful applicants
went before the Tribunal, which asked
penetrating, honest questions like, “Are
you absolutely convinced that Christian
ethics are a lo t of bunkum?” and “Would
you kill the person you love most, if
ordered to do so by your Commanding
Officer?”
I must admit that Sir Brock was clever
at confusing the would-be volunteers. 1
felt especially sorry for the lad who was
forced to confess that he had not resigned
from the Society of Friends until two
weeks after he was old enough to volun
teer.' He had trouble as well in explain
ing away the Commandment “Thou shalt
not kill”, H
One vegetarian was declared eligible
for military duty, after convincing the
Tribunal that he had more love for
animals than for people. Sir Brock
stated that this position was perfectly
understandable to him and his colleagues,
but that to make the applicant's position
even clearer he should consider including
human flesh in his d ie t
The only other successful applica
aside from an obscure Anglican Prit
was a boy whose mother was a natur
ised Russian and father an Americ:
The Tribunal was convinced he rea
hated and feared foreigners.
I awoke this morning refreshed, a
have been in a cheerful mood all day.

question the machine of government
which they operate; one is free not
to vote but not free to ignore the
decisions made by governments
which apply to every man, woman
and child whether they voted for or
against or not at all.

'reedom
l(T w t M U
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PThe Question:
[HOW WOULD
* ba n th e
bom b:
' was during the frequent stops
that one of our marching comfcons, who had read his copy of
EEDOm , put the question: “If this
.onstradon gets one nowhere—so
as banning the bomb is contied—what kind of action do you
would?” We could not think
K ip answer which would not cona hundred qualifying “ifs” and
is ”.
Here we were, 15,000
iplg walking from the Albert Hall
^Trafalgar Square being handled
K ie police as if we were a procesr' o f - m otor cars among m otor
' stopping at crossings to let the
c-"througb, taking our turn with
Jurnns of buses in Whitehall.
^ 3 a r s after the leaders had
Trafalgar Square columns
rchers were still inching their
up Whitehall.
m pare this with the occasions
the Queen sets off for King’s
Station (police are posted at
road junction and traffic
are switched off to ensure that
Hear will nowhere be held-up), or
she attends some pieces of
try or an official dinner, in
ease the roads in central Lonre dosed to traffic, and special
boards are posted up all
the prohibited area and the
is left to manage as best it

must surely have been obvious

It is not without significance that
anarchy, ‘‘absence of government”,
is also defined as “disorder, confus
ion” not only by the O xford D iction
ary but by most “progressivelyminded” people as well. Anarchy,
they argue, is possible only in
sparsely populated rural communi
ties, in an age of the hand loom and
the individual craftsman, where time
and Science stand still and ambition
is dormant. M odem society, with
its dense agglomeration of urban
population, its Mass production and
Mass needs cannot afford the luxury
of anarchy! (If only one could de
tect a little anarchy in their small
family groups, one might be convin
ced of their objectivity).
We anarchists remain unconvin
ced by this argument because we see
that whilst mass production can lead
to the creation of Mass Man, it is
also the key to a society of- Leisure
in which M an can be himself,
because freed from a preoccupation
with sheer physical survival. We
are anarchists because we believe
that life is bread not as an end but
as a means to an end. A nd we be
lieve in the possible achievement of
anarchy because we are convinced
that more than ever before in M an’s
history, we have a choice: between
using our knowledge either for our
own destruction—o r for our emerg
ence—as hum an beings; between
Mass M an and Individual Man.
The sneers and the jeers, the com 
passionate smiles we received' from
the politically-bound, Party-Leadersaoxrated marchers as we offered
them F reedom / T h e Anarchist
Weekly” j| far from being discourag
ing, convinced us th at the alterna
tives are not between party- and
party, but between centralisation andl
decentralisation, between centralised!
authority and individual responsil
bility. In other words a political
de-intoxication; a contem pt for
political expediency b o m of a g ro w l
ing belief in individual responsibility^
and ability.

; of the 15,000 marchers that
[special arrangements could be
.by the authorities to facilitate
■narch through London it was
pgry unlikely that the Goverawouid bother to pay much
option to the demands over which
3,000 of them had marched the
■miles from Aldermaston. The
opaigo ftx Nuclear Disarmament f J O W would we anarchists ban the]
the bomb— that was the ques
axes that it aims “to change
Bbiic opinion and the policies of tion we started with and which we
ie political parties through the have apparently studiously avoided
democratic channels’*. This answering so far though not in fa ct !|
fevesupposes that we live in a demo- F o r have we not made it clear that]
fer-cy bat if 15,000 citizens do not ihe H-bomb—and w hat is much
laqual one V.LP. it is obvious that ftn o re im portant, war itselff will not
p H still have a long way to go along be banned by attem pts at persuading
governments o r by direct assaults on
■ te road to democracy! *

t fT is also dear, however, that in a
deaaxf-fy tbe wishes of 15,000
people, however sincere and deternunco they may be, a t m ost repre
sent an important minority
opinion, it may be frustrating to
feel that probably a majority have no
opinion of their own, but
one
oy-paas that problem without
porting amhoritanan ideas and
methods which invariably perpetuate
the existing machinery of State, gov
ernment and privilege? Free elec
tions. the so-called “ usual democra
tic channels’* dear to the beans of
our political reformist* we a Hob
son’s choice; cme is free to choose
■jyoBg a number or aspirants to
positions of power, but never to
*As wc to fu Ptea we have read a repeal
Of the specvi, made hpMr, Bob wiiiu,.
chairman oi the %V.C, who declared
| tip?; “he was astonished and dismayed

to see that the authentic* had net step*

. ppd tike traffic for U*e marchers'' and

went on: “1/ we have to have demon
strations in the furore the authorities
should realise (hat a procession against
truv, suicide is p* important as a pro
cession with gilded carriages*.

Ofllins then quickly said thin the police,
carrying out their instructions, had been
exQejoaely helpful {M m chm tr Gu<v
'diarii Whose instructions? that, surely,
is the important point. Presumably
from the same authority which decides
K g close .the streets to traffic when the
peflded coaches pass through?

governm ent itself (after all when
L abour won an overwhelming m aj
o rity in 1945 did they dispense with
the machinery o f force? A nd is
there any evidence that government,
whatever its political colouring, can
reconcile such white-blackbird* as
authority, privilege, alfil Mass-man,
with irccdodc justice and the indivi

dual?
The anarchist road is undoubtedly
a Sow one, but since one of the
sspeakers at Trafalgar Square last
Monday was talking about the
demonstration next Easier, we must
i p foe! that o u r road is any slower
chat o f the political optimists,
the more so since we believe that
our road lead# somewhere 1 We
think there are two kinds of neces
sary activity. On ifce one hand any
kind of protest is salutary, if only
tor ourselves. As one of raEEPGStV
editors, (he late Marie Loutsc Ber
rien, once put | so simply:
Ii ta t y be true that ow prate*** will
P§£ change the course of event*, but we
must voice (hem nevciysctes* Workers
ail over the world who rallied to (he
defence of Sacco and Voogptu were nor
able io save them from the electric
{Let u* at the same time put on record
that at the tune of writing we know (hat
more than 454 copies of la*t week's I
issue were sold during the March,

chair, yet who can say that their protests
were useless ?$
But at the same time if the enemy
to human emancipation is the State
and government, and we are agreed
that we cannot easily destroy them
by direct assault, then the only alter
native left to us is to eventually
destroy them by attrition, by with
drawing power from them as a result
of taking over direct responsibility
for more and more activities which
concern our daily lives. T hat gov
ernments are more aware of the
dangers herein involved to their
power and indispensibility than are
people to the possibilities of real
freedom, if only they took the
plunge, is shown by the political par
ties’ “social plans” on the one hand,
and the despondency and apathy of
the people on the other. Whatever
credit the Labour Party may claim
f o r improved working conditions
and living standards in this country
must be offset by the new aura with
which they have surrounded State
and Government.
Ip the past fortnight the Tories,
in their pamphlet ‘T h e Responsible
Society”, are at pains to show that
they are hum an and understanding
and anxious, in the words of the
M anchester Guardian to make “the
worker’s life more bearable”. They
even put forward the ’view, when
dealing with the welfare state, that
“security, evep automatic or unearned,
is not necessarily demoralising: it is as
much a spring-board for. vigour and
family devotion as insecurity—the whole
history of the middle class is evidence of
this.”
And any time now we can expect
.Labour’s Plans for Leisure which
will include a State subsidised N at
ional Theatre Chain and State finan
cial assistance to all kinds of sport
ing and cultural initiatives as well as
the supplying of instructors and
organisers to “go out and build up
creative leisure activities” .
W e'can well imagine that Labour’s
^Neither East nor West, Freedom Press.

plan will be warmly welcomed by
the “progressive” elements in the
acting profession as well as by the
counterparts on the other side of the
footlights, and yet another reason
(with the Independence of Nyasaland) to vote Labour when the time
comes. But cannot these people see
that by allowing the political parties
to take the initiative of organising
even our cultural and leisure activi
ties, and incorporating them in the
responsibilities of government (even
if they operate through an Arts
Council and not through a Ministry
of Culture) they are consolidating
the power of the State and at the
same time limiting our freedom of
action both as individuals and as
artists?
We are not saying that the idea of
a National Theatre Chain rather
than a National Theatre in London
is not a good one. B ut why should its
establishment be a matter for gov
ernment, and government finance?
Are there not enough people con
nected with the theatre, either as
executants or as spectators, suffi
ciently interested in' this art form to
come together and launch a nation
wide appeal to raise the funds
needed for such a project? A fter all
when the Government takes the ini
tiative it is only providing the money
from the public’s purse, by force, of
course. It is perhaps simpler that way
and guarantees jobs for a number
of actors and a show for the public.

But who would deny that what
springs from the people’s own initia
tive is always better§ or that what
is sponsored by the State is almost
invariably academic and unenterpris
ing? A nd besides these arguments
for individual and group initiatives
is the one that the more w e do our
selves the more we will want to, and
know how to, do for ourselves.
We must starve the State of initia
tive. Every radical worthy of the
name has shared Jefferson’s view
“that government is best which
governs least”. Both the L abour
and Tory Parties promise us m ore
and more governm ent. I t is up to
us to resist this threat by protest and
demonstration (not so m uch fo r the
Government’s sake but to draw our
fellow I citizens’ attention to the
dangers) and through our actions,
showing our sense of community
and initiative, that we are m ore than
capable of running our own. lives— ■
including the enjoyment of our
leisure hours!
f
"W /H A T can we do to ban the H bomb? Very little, friends,
until we decide th at running our
'o w n lives is an im portant p art of life
for which we will alw ays “find the
tim e”. W hen we “find” o r “make”
this tim e we shall have little tim e or
patience for the antics of politicians
and power maniacs,, or, energy to
waste on weapons for our own
annihilation!

§The following news item appeared in a
recent issue of the Manchester Guard
ian.-.
The Vice-Chancellor and Proctors of
Oxford University have, given approval
in principle for the Oxford University
Dramatic Society and the .Experimental
Theatre Club. to launch a fund for a
university theatre on May 1.
' An official statement issued yesterday
- by the two societies states that the fund
will in the first instance be limited to
undergraduate contributions. It will be
administered by a small joint committee
•of senior and junior members with
probably a senior technical advisor and

a neutral chairman.
Both societies have promised sub
stantial sums to the fund. The entire
profits of the Magdalen Players, the
Wadham Amateur Dramatic Society,
and of a production of “The White
Devil” by the St. Peter’s Hall Fantastiks
during the first week of next term, are
also to be devoted to it.
The Vice-ChanceHor, Mr. T. S. R.
Boase, said that congregation approved
in principle the idea of a university
theatre two years ago. “We have
nothing against it at all. As far as I
can see it is being done in a very
sensible way.”

On Literary A rt and Esperanto
harvested from' the vast world-wide liter
ature, such .a$ the episode of the birth of
love between Francesca . and Paolo
([Inferno, V), or the peaceful flocks which
were galled, armies in order to justify an
attack 05 them (Don Quixote, I, 18), etc.?
But we must call a halt, owing to lack of
spaoe and .to ihe'-fact that more are not
necessary here Let us go on to the
second quarter .of the 19th century, the
Russian literary critic- Belinskij "believed
that true literature, like, all true art, can
only arise from nationalism, from the
history, development and environment of
a nation. It’s culmination is universality,
a gift to all humanity of that which is
peculiar to,the nation bur of value to all.
Now, a'-very similar thesis is put forward
by AD.F., when a priori he gives us to
understand that even the local Cornish
language is for him more capable of
lueratur^—because it is national.!—than
Esperanto. But Sielian Enghoim, from
whom I have taken the above quotation
from Belinskij, rose above the waning
national framework when, correctly ana
lysing the importance ox our Esperanto
Antalogio (in the Swedish review La,
Espero, Ian. 1959), he peneuaiingly con
cluded:-^^:
“Our poets and story-tellers cannot
nourish their creative imagination on nat
ional glory, either past or future, nor

DISGUSTING!
Major Basil Huggins, a retired Army
officer, is campaigning in Eastbourne to
prevent shops displaying nude dummies
of women in their windows- He has
written three letters to the town clerk,
U r. F, Bushy, complaining that the un
clothed dummies are “offensive to public
decency«
Mr. Busby said yesterday there was
nothing the council could do. Major
Hoggin* now plans to approach Eastbourse Chamber of
He said
at ha* borne, Hariiogtnq Mansions; “All
the people l have spoken to are in com
plete agreement with me. The majority
HI people in this town are decent
pcopie.”
Observer 22/2/59.

Tim major, we are sure, found nothing

f See last week's Fkludom “Which Read i disgusting about military otlensives. It’s
all | matter of values, we suppose. . . ,
from Aldermaston?*

upon common social problems and en
deavours.. What remains as soil for the
cultivation of the creative imagination?
What is a suitable theme for the whole
world? For thousands of years men
have struggled and fought for societies,
leaders, creeds, gods., social' forms, in
practice and in literature. But in the last
extremity the question was one of men,
mainly a question of their relation to the
above and similar matters,
“There remains to us man himself, man
with man, man in the universe and con
fronted with the mysteries of his very
existence. What remains as a living
world-literature, has as its theme pre
cisely man, although he has grown up in
places to a greater or less, degree sur
rounded by barriers of nationality and
dogmatic creed (J.R.'s italics). The more
the authors have freed themselves from
such shackles, the more enduring their
works have proved. Our ideas and
themes are sufficient as a common soil
fo r. cultivation, are sufficient to create
images having greater force than philo
sophical reasoning and admonitory insti
g a tio n s.//
It was my wish to add to these sage
conclusions the above classical examples,
as a demonstration of eternal validity
irrespective of their historical, environ
mental, national or linguistic background.
Similarly, over and above the back
ground, lauded by A.O.F.. of Dr,
Zhivago, consisting of (he historic Soviet
revolution, there wilt remain always no
more than the superior, timeless, essen
tial human events between Zhivago and
Lara. In the same way, in (be Divine
Comedy or m Don Quixote beyond the
respective ideological or knightly back
grounds. Thus also in the many endur
ing—-because essentially human—poems
in our Esperanto Antologio, to quote
which individually must be left for
another tune and place.
There are other conclusions of AD.F.
which 1 could similarly contest; but l feel
them to be less essentially important
They must therefore be omitted for the
present, not least owing to the length
to which my reply has already run. To
sum up; because of what has been said
above, and because of everything else
impiieii in what has been said, 1 constder the assertions of A D F to be wide
of the mark. It would seem that AD.F,
has still not penetrated to the core of the
famous slogan of our pioneer Eugene

Lanti, who laid it’ down unconditionally
that, in order correctly and justly to judge
Esperanto, it is essential to accustom
oneself to anational feeling, thought and
action.
La Laguna,
Canary Islands,
1. R egulo.
Feb. 26. I

C.P. & Popular
Front
W Continued from p. 1

say that he knew what was behind
their crocodile tears—they were en
raged that the Communists had a
united, disciplined party. The party
was not governed by orders from
above but by majority decisions
based on Marxism-Leninism. He
pointed to a new clause in Rule 15
on the right to reserve opinion in the
event of disagreement with a decis
ion, while at the same time carrying
out that decision!
Presumably this is an aspect of
liberalisation which the British C.P.
has caught up with- It is however,
a dangerous one, and the party is
I well advised to think again.
That comrades should be allowed
to think differently, even while carry
ing out the party line, is opening the
door to deviation, and could verywell lead to a breakdown in the iron
discipline of which Mr. Lauchlan is
1 so proud.
However, the Party Line is safe
enough, really. When it came to
choosing their executive—the policy
makers, whatever may be said about
'majority decisions’—the delegates
voted overwhelmingly in favour of
the officially recommended lists of
executive councillors and other
office-bearers. No unrecommended
candidate was elected and none even
received a substantial vote.
The pretence of speaking for the
| working class and the reality of toe
ing the Moscow line can thus go on
I undisturbed.

D

On the Road • • • But How Far?
weary and exasperated we thought of
that early poem of John Betjeman’s
which Begins, “Come, friendly
bombs, and fall on Slough/It isn’t fit
for humans now”. But, having un

dertaken to obey the rules, the
organisers were powerless, and some
capricious change of mind by the
authorities had prevented the dem
onstration from being seen by the
people of Slough. Discussing this,
on the floor of the Baptist Hall that
night, someone made the very good
point that, instead of accepting the
police re-routing, the tactic at Slough
should have been to lower the ban
ners, get off the road onto the pave
ments and walk into Slough as
pedestrians, and our failure to do
this, he attributed precisely to the
fact that we were well-organised.
What could the police have done?
You can’t arrest 3,000 people for
obstruction.
This is not a “wild” direct-actionist point of view. For though no
challenge was made by the organ
isers to the principle that the column
should give right of way continually
to motor traffic, even Mr. Willis,
Chairman of the T.U.C. said from
the Trafalgar Square platform on
Monday, “1 was astounded and dis
mayed at the way in which traffic
was allowed to break up the demon
stration. The authorities knew the
demonstration was taking place days
ago. I hope the authorities will take
note that a procession of protest
against mass suicide is as important

as a procession with gilded car
riages.”
But, having accepted the authority
of the authorities, what else can you
do but what you are told, and cer
tainly, with no common factor of
militancy, and with the aspect of a
family outing for many marchers,
this column was in no position to
take matters into its own hands.
Given its scrupulously law-abiding
character, the organisation was, in
many respects a triumph. When you
think of the enormous authoritarian
structure required to move a regi
ment of soldiers 50 miles, and then
think of the limited resources of the
organisers of this march, its ad hoc
system of baggage wagons, despatch
riders and support vehicles, and its
reliance on the purely moral auth
ority of its marshals over a crowd of
people who were the very antithesis
of an army, you can appreciate what
an immense fund of goodwill and re
sponsibility had been drawn from
this “unruly mob . . . this rabble”, as
a correspondent of the Daily Tele
graph called us, even to the extent,
unprecedented in an English crowd,
of leaving no litter behind.
★

'T'H E march is not going to change
anything in the world of public
affairs. Its significance is in the per
sonal history of the people who par
ticipated. And only for them if they
will start thinking as well as feeling.
In the cold light of Tuesday morning,
when Sundays’ heroically sodden
clothes are merely damp, and Tra
falgar Square is empty except for
pigeons, and the atomic weapon
Letter
workers at Aldermaston go back to
work after their holiday, they must
ask themselves, what has been
achieved, apart from a week-end
Dear Sir,
walking tour. In October 1944,
Your paper continues to fascinate, in
furiate and encourage, and the recent Alex Comfort (who was there last
articles by “G Mand “C.W.” have been of week in his medical capacity dressing
blisters), wrote these bold words:
great interest,

Non-Conformists

C,W. is however right in saying that
one cannot divide people on the matter
of social protest, etc. ajong strict lines
of sectarian belief. 1 am myself an
Anglican and a Common Wealth-er.
Within the C. of E. politics, like teetotalism and bigotry, do tend to follow the
various party lines, e.g, Anglo-Catholies
used to be Socialist or rather Labour, but
now tend to be reactionary—a case of
politics finding the same level as religion.
Evangelicals, if extreme, are very Tory
("Squires from the Shires and spinsters
from the spas”). Methodists are quite
often pacifists but yet are great believers
in the state connection. Strange to say,
about the only Christians who seem to
approach Anarchism, e.g. the Catholic
Worker Group or the TAENA Commun
ity, are R.C
But what matter? Let all flowers bloom
in the Libertarian/ Anarchist garden and
let the lions of the Malatesta Club lie
down with the shorn lambs of other,
more secoc flocks. And heaven preserve
us all from dogmatism of all sorts.
Yours fraternally,
Manchester, Mar. 23. A. R obertson .

"The Maquis of the war may allow
themselves to be reabsorbed into the
structure of citizenship. We will be
the Maquis of the peace. They have
shown us that it can be done—that we
can keep the shell of society while de
vouring its heart and undermining its
tyranny. Our only weapon is responsi
bility. Murder and sabotage are not
responsible weapons—they are the
actions of desperate men or imbeciles.
We are desperate men but not imbeciles.
We do not refuse to drive on the left
hand side of the road, or to subscribe to
national health insurance. The sphere of
our disobedience is limited to the sphere
in which society exceeds its powers and
its usefulness. The chief of these excesses,
the most impertinent and insupportable,
is conscription. It is also the easiest to
defy. I believe that in the interval of
exhaustion which elapses between this
war and the next we can so undermine
that calf-like obedience which made pos
sible 1914 and 1939 that when next the
irresponsibles try to make it bear their
weight, it will precipitate them into the
filth where they deserve to be. Everyone
who attempts to make war, or to make

FORM versus MATTER

' Continued
from p. 1

the peoples acquiesce in war, is as much
our enemy as the Germans. We must
remember that, and direct ourselves
accordingly. Up till now, it has been an
article of pride among English politicians
that the public would shove its head into
any old noose they might show it—un
flinching steadfast patriotism, unshakeable morale—obedience and an absence
of direct action. When enough people
respond to the invitation to die, not with
a salute but a smack in the mouth, and
the mention of war empties the factories
and fills the streets, we may be able to
talk about freedom. I do not expect
or hope for this. I only know what I
myself am going to do. The people learn
slowly, and learn incompletely. They
remain somnambulists, but the pressure
of the times moves them. They will be
loudly congratulated after the Peace, and
quietly diddled after that. But they are
learning the lessons of the war, not
unique lessons, but as old as humanity,
the lessons of responsibility and disobe
dience.”

J T didn’t happen then, and it isn’t
going to happen now. The men
tion of war may fill the streets (on
Easter Monday, under the kindly
supervision of the metropolitan
police, and with due regard to the
sacred rights of the holiday motor
ists), but it isn’t going to empty the
factories—in fact it would solve the
unemployment problem. But his
words remain true, and the most we
can hope for from the Aldermaston
march is that some of us may be
learning the hard lessons of respon
sibility and disobedience.
C.W.
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Idealism is of course a logical devel
opment of early experience. When we
learn about the outside world we memor
ise patterns and, becoming self-conscious,
tend to see ourselves in the same light.
We are mere abstractions, patterns, spirits
without body. Idealists therefore tend
to strive for pure form through such
ideas as perfection, mind or God.

ate units cannot be identical for coim
identity means complete coincideflP^H
distinction or separation. M ater*
two atoms cannot be spatially idels
since they occupy ditierent space. ^
piete identity means no distinction!
no distinction whatever implies not]

Form devoid of its constituent parts,
or matter, is nothing. Hence idealists
strive for nothing! This is recognised by
spiritualists who find it necessary to pos
tulate ectoplasm and astral bodies in
order to explain spiritual phenomena.
The passion for abstraction is notice
able in some self-styled materialists who
regard generalisations as more important
than individual experience. Dialectical
materialism is not strictly materialistic.
If matter contains contradiction, then the
contradiction must be non-material. This
is evident in the writings of Marx which
contain metaphysical ideas.
Materialists in rejecting pure form veer
to the other extreme. Everything must
be reduced to identical material units
such as atoms, mass-energy, or electrical
charges. But, being obsessed with mat
ter, one tends to ignore its essential inter
connection, form. One searches for the
lowest denominator. Sex, not psycho
logy; chemistry, not biology: electrical
charges, not atoms.
But the assumption of identical mater
ial units is untenable. Abstractly, separ

Communism & Population Problems
(i)
Professor Bernal solemnly states that
a fraction of what the capitalist countries
now spend on armaments (he does not
mention the Communist countries’ expen
diture), if properly used, could end
world-malnutrition ‘in two or three years
or sooner*. I can only suppose that he
has not troubled to think quantitatively
on the subject. According to WHO,
about 1.8 billion people are now insuffi
ciently nourished, and even two years
would add over 100 million new mouths
to be fed. He also says that ‘birth-contro rb y itself can never bring about such
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a result*. No one ever supposed that it
could: but it is still necessary.
In general, we must consider the rela
tion between quantity of population and
quality of life, and must take account of
all kinds of resources, not only food
resources but resources of space, enjoy
ment, education and fulfilment. Exces
sive numbers and population density im
pinge on the quality of human life, and
curtail the realisation of many of its
desirable possibilities such as health,
human dignity, active employment and
sense of individual significance. They
are producing water shortages, traffic
congestion and cities far beyond optimum
size for efficiency and beyond optimum
scale for truly human living. Above all,
they promote over-organisation and regi
mentation and reduce the area of human
freedom.
—J ulian H uxley in
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So we are back to nothing again!
appears therefore that both ideal uOM
materialism are insufficient in themsp
Aristotle, one was taught, suggL
that interaction of form and matterf
duces change. But this assumes j
separateness whereas all form c a reduced to matter and all matter to jB
An illustration of the latter is the ®
which is a spatial relationship be*
nucleus and electron. No doubt]
units will be further analysed. ]

\%
1/

£

The integral approach, which I fal
regards form and matter as insepal
Hence ideas are both abstractions .an
manifestation of biological activity.T
This can be applied to political!
Political idealism without an under!
ing of economic factors is futile. O fl
other hand the reduction of everj
to labour power by the “scientific”®!
ists produces a narrowness of out]
The anarchistic approach, howeveg
its emphasis upon co-operating
duals, embraces both ideals and ecqj
activity.
pj
■V
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A Story W ithout a Moral

(JUST O U T !)

FREEDOM PRESS

^r*HE old battle of idealism versus
A materialism can be expressed in
Aristotle's ideas of form and matter.
Form may be defined as shape, pattern
or relationship: matter as the constituent
parts that produce form.

The New Statesman (21/3/59)

( 2)
Certain demographic aspects of Soviet
industrialisation that have received in
adequate notice should not be over
looked. Considering the territorial an
nexations which added over 20 million
people, and the high rate of natural
increase in ‘normal* years, the total popu
lation has increased relatively little in the
past three decades; from about 152 mil
lion in mid-1928 to some 206 million in
mid-1958,.or by 36 per cent.
The explanation of course lies with the
two great demographic disasters: one
associated with the collectivisation crisis
of the early 'thirties, and the other with
the War and the hard years immediately
thereafter. Superimposed on both was
the human toll of the forced labour
camps. The population loss—in the
sense of the difference between the num
ber that would have obtained at the end
of the period had the ‘normal’ yearly
increment of about three million held
good, and the number actually on h a n d may be placed at over 10 million in the
former case and over 40 million in the
latter. (Not all these were deaths, of
course; a large part were, so to say, nonbirths).
—G regory G rossman in

Soviet Survey (Oct.-Dec., 1958)

(3)
Russia at the conference of the Econo
mic Commission for Asia and the Far
East in Brisbane last Friday came out
against the limitation of the Asian popu
lations. She was the only country to
do so.
Mr. P. M. Chernyshev, deputy leader
of the Russian delegation, said he felt
the key to progress did not lie in limita
tion of population through artificial
reduction of the birth-rate, but in speedily
overcoming economic backwardness.
— Times Educational Supplement
(20/3/59)
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APRIL 5.—Philip Sansom on I
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APR. 3.—Russell Blackwell on 1
REVOLUTIONARY DEVELOP-!
MENTS IN THE CARIBBEAN 1
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Speakers: David Atkins—“News and
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Weiner—Libertarian League.
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